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the GLS german language school
will open its campus extension

historic
baths
„stadtbad
oderberger“

gls campus
extension

previously 9,000 m2 – now 16,000 m2

GLS bought and renovated the historic baths “Stadtbad Oderberger”,
a famous landmark building in Berlin. The baths integrate
naturally into the existing GLS campus. The park-like campus now
encompasses 16,000 m2 and is a green oasis in the very centre
of Berlin.
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The

the historic baths „stadtbad oderberger“ are
a Berlin landmark under monument protection.

1902

1945
1986

1989

new building

on the GLS campus

1898

The baths open – with a pool on the ground floor and
private bathing cubicles for rent on the floors above.
World War II ends, the baths still function.

07 ____ the

new building

The famous Berlin architect Ludwig Hoffmann
plans the baths.

The communist government in East Berlin closes
the baths due to damages in the basin.
The Berlin Wall comes down. Artists use the abandoned
baths for art exhibitions and performances.

2011

GLS buys the building
and starts renovation.

2015

Re-opening

Videoperformance by artist Johanna Keimeyer
at Stadtbad Oderberger

what‘s
inside
THE NEW building
on campus 20 meter indoor pool

3 level restaurant
15 seminar rooms
72 premium hotel rooms +
2 tower suite apartments

4th floor

3rd floor

2nd floor

08 ____ new

facilities

1st floor

ground floor

premium accommodation

NEW

72 premium hotel rooms, two tower suites. Cool, stylish, elegant.
Use of indoor pool included. Bistro and restaurant in the same building.

PREMIUM line

10 ____ premium

line

in historic baths
„stadtbad oderberger“

The pool
The building consists of 3 interconnected parts. The one in the middle accommodates the 20 meter pool, the two buildings flanking it house 72 hotel rooms
of premium standard. The hotel wings are separated from the pool by open-air
patios. The pool is open to the public. GLS clients get preferential rates, guests
staying in the adjacent hotel wings can use it for free.

restaurant on three levels
Berlin is famous for its quirky restaurant locations, and GLS will

PREMIUM ROOMS

add another one to the list. The restaurant “Oderberger” will open

a first impression of the ceiling heights and spaciousness. The
70“Oderberger”
Premium hotelisrooms
in historic
baths on campus,
restaurant
the second
restaurant

in the baths´ former boiler room. With tables on three levels and

“Stadtbad
Oderberger”
the other
one – “Die
Schule” – is located on the ground floor of

spectacular views, the restaurant combines fine dining and the

the language school facing Kastanienallee, often considered as

rough beauty of industrial architecture. The sketches below give

the district´s catwalk no.1.

12 ____ 30+ courses

30 plus
courses
at GLS Berlin

for professionals who prefer a
truly grown-up environment in class
available from April 2015

MORE
ABOUT THE NEW
30+ COURSES

Course start every Monday (beginners 1x per month)
Additional activity program exclusively for ages 30+ (one full-day and one half-day)

timetable 30+ courses

14 ____ more about the new 30+ courses

break

STANDARD 30+ =
20 lessons per week (4 daily)
in minigroups
with a maximum of 6 students,
minimum age 30

Weekend

CRASH 30+ =
30 lessons per week =
standard 30+
+ 10 one-to-one

11.00 – 12.30
lunch
13.15 – 14.45
15.30

Activity program starts

20 lessons per week, taught in mini-groups with a maximum of 6 students
All levels

A. attend one of the classic adult courses or
B. book a 30+ course, reserved exclusively for peers of the same age group.

09.00 – 10.30

Available from April 2015
Extendable to 30 lessons per week by adding 10 one-to-one lessons

As of April 2015 students aged 30 or older have a NEW choice at GLS: they can

Monday – Friday

facts about 30+

Daytrip

Berlin is your classroom

That‘s what your week in Berlin
could look like
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Arrival in Berlin
Evening get together for clients at the GLS restaurant
Boat trip around Museum Island
Walking tour along Berlin Wall
Tour of the Berlin Reichstag
Vintage shopping in hip Kreuzberg
Full-day trip to Potsdam

17 ____ gls takes you places

GLS takes
you places

19 ____ facts

facilities
16,000 m² campus in the central and very trendy Berlin Prenzlauer Berg
55 seminar rooms & test center for TestDaF
Bookshop
Cafeteria and two restaurants serving modern German food
50 fully equipped studio apartments with bath and kitchen
72 premium hotel rooms in historic baths “Stadtbad Oderberger”
2 tower suite apartments

accommodations
On campus:	Apartments (standard and superior) plus hotel rooms in the historic baths 			
“Stadtbad Oderberger” (premium)
Off campus:	Apartments nearby and at the Brandenburg Gate, flat share with Berliners, host families

social program
3 half-day and 1full-day activity per week (excursions to Potsdam, Dresden, Leipzig etc.).
For 30+ clients additional 1 half-day and 1 full-day activity per week.

courses
Standard:

20 lessons per week in groups with max. 12 (lesson = 45 min.)

Semi-intensive:

25 lessons per week = Standard + 5 lessons on 2 afternoons per week

Intensive:

30 lessons per week = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups with max. 6

Crash:

30 lessons per week = Standard + 10 lessons one-to-one

TestDaF prep + exam: 30 lessons per week = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups with max. 6
goethe prep + exam:

30 lessons per week = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups with max. 6

Standard 30+:

20 lessons per week in mini groups with max. 6

Crash 30+:

30 lessons per week = Standard 30+ + 10 lessons one-to-one

All courses start every Monday. Duration: 1 – 52 weeks. The only exception:
TestDaF and Goethe courses have fixed starting dates and last 4 weeks, with the exam in week 5.

ABOUT
GLS stands for German Language School. GLS was founded in 1983 by Barbara Jaeschke and operates the GLS Campus for adult students in the historic center of Berlin. In the summer GLS also offers
8 junior camps in Berlin and Munich. GLS is the IH International House school in Berlin and a member
of IALC and EAQUALS.
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